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Introduction The idea of this
scrapbook is to

compare the
colonial period 

 and now a days.
And also to see

how my family past
affect me and my

family today.

After Spaniards conquer natives
the colonial period started and

Spaniards, Africans, creoles,
meztizo and natives have to

adapt to a different lifestyle in
the city and the countryside.

Colonial period was a lot of years
ago and a lot of things have

changed like cloth or women´s
role but also a lot of things have 

 still familiar today like for
example me and my family eat

empanadas the 18 of September
and we eat all days "once".



My grandparents  and
colonial times

Cazuela

I used to play with
cards with my family
but now a days kids

are used to play
and have fun with

tecnology.

When I was little on
Sundays we ate lunch
as a family something
more special than the
week I still eating with
my grandchildren and

my family.  



How do my ancestor´s traditions define
my family´s traditions now a days?

My grandmother taught
my mom how to play
cards and my mom
taught me and my

brother how to play.

My grandparent
taught my mom
how to fly a kite

and she taught me
how to fly a kite 

What my dad
buys or cooks

when its raining



Me and my family traditions
The traditions that my family

have and give to me
determine what I am today
and the traditions that we

have. 

As a family we eatempanadas,sopaipillas andmote con huesillo sowe keep traditions.



My name is Sofía Mualim, the
author of this scrapbook. I was born

the 19 of December, 2009 in Santiago.
Chile. My dad is called Cristobal and
my mom Ximena, and I have a brother
that is named Matias. I like to ride my
bike and go to the hill with my family

and friends. 

The scrapbook that you already read is
about my family´s heritage and how

present is related to the colonial period.
A lot of things haved changed but also
some things we can still see them in our

daily life.


